
“The experience learned from the upper point.  
After being here on earth for a long long time” 

 
When viewed from above, we see the wider 

picture and overview  easier 
 

Perspective that reflects the well-being of 
mankind. In the way of ordinary people who live 

together in a common society. 
 





Come see how complex human are… 
 

Humans tend to make too much complex than it 
sparingly. So happy to be tough 





Men often act to themself as a criterion.   
Always forget others around them. 
 
 

Humans often .... Esteem when 
things have gone. 
 
 
Humans often .... Learn from all the mistakes that 
some subjects can be prevented from happening. 





Humans often .... Forget to ask ourselves whether 
it is a good and right  before doing anything 
 
 

Humans are often difficult to find 
happiness .... Because they never  
know  “Sufficiency”. 
 
 
Humans often do not understand that the human 
mind is like a space that can not be fulfilled. 





Humans  often .... Fear of what has not happened. 
And often anxiety  rather than the fact 
 
 
Humans often hurt each other  ....  Even though, 
each person  has a limited lifespan. 
 
 
Humans often .... too selfish to make  damage. 





Humans often .... do not understand. True 
happiness is calm simplicity. 
 
 
Humans often .... let emotion  control over reason 
then obstruct the way of wisdom 
 
 
Man often indistinguishable. During a true 
happiness and artificial happiness. 
(The real happiness comes from peaceful mind 
but fake happiness relies on external objects) 





Humans have   greed  , anger  and  illusion of lust  
be  obstacles and tests of life. 
 
 
Human always hold too much existence  and  hard  
to be disengaged 
 
 
The human condition is suffering from birth , 
aging , illness and death are common , They  
should live happily  and not  to add more 
suffering. 
 





Humans often .... Forgetting that everyone is 
equal but different roles. 
 
 
Humans  often ....Give less than receive 
Men tend to like to win .... not leave even nature. 
 
 
Humans are often… difficult  to forgive each other  
and let anger overwhelm, no spiritual freedom 





GOOD LIFE SECTION 
 
Not careless  , Sufficiency  ,Optimistic  , Generous.  
If you can make it Good life will be yours surely 
 
Don't waste time with the anxiety that results 
from negligence and fear take time to think of 
prevention and preparedness  to  the problems 
that may arise. 
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